Features

8 | ARRAY OF ACCOMPLISHMENT  Shahram Latifi, a professor of electrical and computer engineering whose work explores a dizzying array of his discipline’s most complex areas, is the 2014 Harry Reid Silver State Research Award winner.

12 | PATHS TO INNOVATION  As uncertainties cloud the future of funding support for higher education, UNLV’s ability to market its intellectual property becomes ever more crucial. Three projects provide textbook cases for how it’s done.

20 | CULTIVATING RESEARCH  Faculty Opportunity Awards help innovative ideas blossom into fully formed scientific and scholarly investigations.

26 | RESEARCH AS REMEDY  By expanding research and encouraging collaboration, UNLV’s nursing and allied health faculty are advancing patient outcomes.

Departments

2 | RESEARCH BRIEFS  Supercomputing on campus; cosmic radiation and a mission to Mars; a grant to help at-risk kids; Bluetooth boosts blood-flow sensing; high marks for grad programs; a plentiful mineral from space; hard-to-find soft fossils; climate challenges; the public weighs in on drones; and preserving Nevada’s old newspapers.

33 | PERSPECTIVE  What impact will a medical school have on the university and its research endeavor?

34 | BOOKS  George Rhee examines the dawn of the cosmos; Satish Sharma discusses his final volume on Gandhi’s intellectual influences; Todd Robinson sheds light on the underappreciated civil rights struggle in Grand Rapids, Mich.; and Richard Wiley explores redemption in his latest novel.

42 | RESEARCH REPORT  Data on sponsored programs expenditures, awards, and proposals, as well as technology transfer activity, doctoral conferrals, and more.